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Performance Without
4 Year / 50,000 Mile Warranty
Contact a Dinan Representative or visit dinancars.com 
for information on the most extensive line of M5 prod-
ucts available, all backed by the only guarantee that 
matches the new car warranty coverage up to 4 years 
or 50,000 miles.

Dinan Signature Series M5
To no one’s surprise, BMW’s most recent iteration of the M5 continues the tradition as the standard by which all other high 
performance luxury sedans are measured. Receiving glowing reviews from the automotive press and owners alike, the seri-
ous driving enthusiast is rewarded with a wonderful combination of luxury appointments, advanced safety features, capable 
handling and 500 horsepower straight from the factory. However, for those who demand an even more exciting high perfor-
mance driving experience that provides more immediate acceleration and superior handling capabilities, punctuated by the 
appearance and pleasingly aggressive sound of a performance-tuned BMW, the Dinan S-M5 is the definitive solution.  And 
only Dinan matches the new car warranty coverage for up to 4 years/50,000 miles, enabling you to enjoy the advantages of 
a performance tuned M5 with comprehensive warranty coverage from both BMW and Dinan.  Truly Performance without 
sacrifice.
Inspired by 29 years of BMW performance tuning and extensive racing experience, the Dinan S-M5 features a carefully en-
gineered, balanced high performance upgrade, available directly from an exclusive network of Authorized Dinan Signature 
Series Dealers as part of a new or pre-owned delivery.  The Dinan-S M5 is adorned with the handsome Dinan deck lid badge, 
as well as a serial numbered plaque, verifying authenticity and making the cars that much more exclusive.  As a final touch, 
Dinan aluminum pedal pads are included, adding a tasteful performance look to the sumptuous interior.
In addition to the S-M5 performance package, Dinan offers an extensive line of high performance engine, chassis and driveline 
tuning products for the M5.  Your Dinan performance representative can provide you with a full line brochure and additional 
information, or visit www.dinancars.com.

“…Dinan builds cars by examining each 
area of performance, applying sound 
engineering principles and executing 
them with a precision found only at the 
world’s finest tuners. Then as now, I’m 
in awe.”   -european car

Sacrifice

“Fact is, anyone with a breath of life would ache to motor one of Dinan’s tuned and tweaked BMWs.”   -Autoweek



Dinan S-m5

DInAn S-M5 Featuring Dinan’s critically acclaimed 
Stage 2 Suspension System, the M5’s cornering capabilities 
are nothing short of remarkable, while at the same time 
providing ride quality that is actually superior to the stock 
configuration. The system 
features Dinan performance 
springs along with a larger 
rear antiroll bar and Dinan’s 
unique Roll Control System 
for the front, all designed to 

work in perfect harmony with the stock EDC shocks.  The 
combination of lowering springs and more aggressive control 
over body roll enable the car to handle as if it were on rails, 
while maintaining a comfortable, well dampened ride.  All 

EDC features are maintained, 
providing the same adjust-
ment options as in stock trim.  
The handsome carbon fiber 
strut tower brace further 
improves chassis rigidity for 

sharper steering response.

The stainless steel free flow exhaust emits a deeper, more 
aggressive note when the car is driven in a spirited fashion, 
yet remains appropriately civilized when it should be.  The 
mufflers are manufactured from 100%  304 stainless steel for 
maximum resistance to corrosion and nearly a 30% reduction 
in overall weight, eliminating over 20 lbs. Optimized flow 
characteristics improve power output with the dual 3.5” pol-
ished stainless tips giving the car an even more aggressive 
appearance.  The tips also feature a unique design that keeps 
them cool so as to avoid discoloration of the rear valance or 

the tips themselves over time. 

For those seeking optimum cornering capabilities , the op-
tional Dinan wheel and tire package ensures that the cars 
have more than adequate grip to take full advantage of the 
enhanced suspension system. The lightweight Dinan wheels 
and wide sticky tires contribute to improved acceleration, 
handling, braking and ride quality. Compared to the stock 
wheels, the wider  Dinan wheels relieve the M5 of a full 32 
pounds of un-sprung weight.

Dinan S-M5 Includes: Free Flow Exhaust; Carbon Fi-
ber Front Strut Brace; Stage 2 Suspension System; Dinan Pedal 
Pads; Deck Lid Badge; Serial numbered Dinan-S Plaque 

Recommended Options: 19x9” and 19x10” Dinan 
Lightweight Forged Wheels with 275/30-19 and 295/30-19 
Tires; Dinan by Brembo Brake Upgrade

“It’s a thoughtfully engineered package 
that feels as though it could have come 
from the factory.”  -Car and Driver

“This car’s voice is now as authoritative 
as its performance.”  -Car and Driver

“When 
skillfully 
enhanced 
with more 
power, better 
handling, 
stronger 
brakes, and a 
more forceful 
sound, it 
is a heady 
cocktail.”
 -Car and Driver



Dinan 19" Lightweight  
Performance Wheels
Dinan’s 19" forged wheels are extremely strong yet incredibly light 
at just 20 lbs. each. The reduction in un-sprung weight provides im-
proved acceleration, handling, ride quality and braking. The wheels 
have been designed specifically for the M5, allowing for the instal-
lation of the largest tires possible for maximum grip. 

Front: 19 x 9” Wheel with 275/30-19 Tires
Rear: 19 x 10” Wheel with 295/30-19 Tires 

oPtional m5 Performance

Dinan by Brembo  
Performance Brakes
As power increases and cornering capabilities are enhanced, 
additional stopping power becomes more significant. Dinan 
has teamed up with Brembo in order to produce large, high 
performance brakes that have been designed for street use. A 
choice of slotted or drilled rotors is available and the calipers 
are available in black or red.

Front: 6-Piston Aluminum Calipers; 380mm Floating Rotors 
Rear: 4-Piston Aluminum Calipers; 380mm Floating Rotors 

Founded in 1979, Dinan is well established as north America’s 
premiere BMW tuner. Dinan develops and manufactures the 
most comprehensive line of BMW high performance prod-
ucts and systems for the street as well as the track, most re-
cently powering Daytona Prototypes to victory in the Grand 
American Road Racing Series. 

Dinan’s products are distributed through a substantial net-
work of Authorized Dinan BMW dealerships throughout the 
US and Canada. Dinan’s industry leading warranty program, 
quality products and solid engineering have helped to make 
Dinan a household word among BMW driving enthusiasts. 
Road tests conducted by major automotive enthusiast pub-
lications over the last 29 years place Dinan enhanced BMWs 
on a performance level with some of the most exotic sports 
cars in the world. At the same time, Dinan BMWs are widely 
renowned for being civilized and reliable, providing a high 
performance BMW-like driving experience without equal. 

Dinan’s comprehensive warranty program, introduced in 
1998 with the cooperation of BMW of north America, pro-
vides BMW owners with matching coverage to that offered by 
BMW’s new car warranty, ensuring that Dinan performance 
enhancements and the BMW they have been installed in are 

covered for up to 4 years or 50,000 miles. BMW automobiles 
can be performance-tuned without the associated concern 
of negatively affecting the new car warranty coverage.

 As a serious BMW Tuner, Dinan's objective is to offer complete 
performance solutions for the entire range of BMW models. 
From faster acceleration to improved cornering capabilites 
and stopping power, Dinan takes the guess-work out of cre-
ating the high performance BMW of the enthusiasts dreams 
with complete, balanced performance systems. A choice of 
several complete Signature Series programs are available for 
each BMW model in order to meet a broad range of perfor-
mance requirements and budgets. In addition to stunning 
performance, you will also enjoy the exclusivity of owning a 
serial numbered Dinan Signature BMW, registered with both 
BMW and Dinan. 

Dinan offers the means to make your BMW driving experi-
ence even more exciting, without sacrificing warranty cov-
erage or the civility you expect from a BMW automobile. 
Your Authorized Dinan BMW dealership is fully prepared to 
help you begin driving the high performance BMW of your 
dreams today. 

Dinan Engineering, North America’s BMW Tuner
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